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Abstract 
Jakubik has shown that for discrete modular lattices all graph isomorphisms are given by 
certain direct product decompositions. Duffus and Rival have proved a similar theorem for graded 
lattices which are atomistic and coatomistic. Modifying some of the results of Duffus and Rival 
we give a common generalization proved for lattices which are balanced and graded. 
I. Introduction 
Let L be a lattice of finite length and denote by C(L)  its covering graph (i.e. the 
undirected Hasse diagram of L). 
Jakubik [5] has shown that two modular lattices L and U of finite length have graph 
isomorphic overing graphs, i.e. C(L)  ~- C(U) ,  if and only if there are lattices A and 
B such that L ~ A x B and L I ~- A a x B (A a denotes the dual of A). 
Jakubik [7] has also shown that if two lattices L and U have graph isomorphic ov- 
eting graphs and L is modular, then U is modular, too. Moreover, Jakublk [6] remarked 
that the above result is not true for semimodular lattices. Indeed, the semimodular lat- 
tice $7 (see Fig. 1) and its dual (which is not semimodular) have the same covering 
graph. 
On the other hand, there exist nonmodular semimodular lattices for which an ana- 
logue to Jakubik's theorem can be proved: Theorem 3.3 of Duffus and Rival [3] implies 
that such an analogue is true, in particular, for geometric lattices. 
Now geometric lattices and modular lattices are instances of semimodular lattices 
which are both strong and dually strong (cf. [4]). The proof of Duffus and Rival 
[3, Theorem 3.3] (carried through for graded lattices which are both atomistic and 
coatomistic) indicates that it is not modularity which makes the proof work but rather 
the properties of 'graded' together with 'strong' and 'dually strong' (note that any 
atomistic lattice is trivially strong and any coatomistic lattice is trivially dually strong). 
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Fig. 1. 
We further remark that lattices which are both strong and dually strong have also 
become known as 'balanced' lattices (cf. [9]). 
In the present note we point out that the ideas of Duffus and Rival [3] can indeed be 
modified in such a way as to prove a result for graded balanced lattices (Theorem 7) 
which yields Theorem 3.3 of Duffus and Rival [3] and Jakubik's theorem as special 
cases. Apart from unifying both results, the present approach will also lead to a simpler 
proof of Jakubik's theorem. 
For an example of a strong (balanced) semimodular lattice which is neither geometric 
nor modular we refer to Stern [10, Fig. 4]. 
The problem of what are necessary and sufficient conditions on a lattice L in or- 
der that every lattice L I with an isomorphic overing graph is also lattice isomorphic 
to L goes back to the second edition of Birkhoff's book on lattice theory (see 
[1, Problem 8]). Surveys on the present status of the problem can be found in [8, 2]. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let P be a poset whose least and greatest elements (if they exist) will be denoted 
by 0e and 1t,. For x,y E P we write x ~- y (x covers y) or y -< x if y < x and 
y < z ~<x implies z =-x. 
If  P has a least element and every chain in P is finite, the height h(x) of an element 
a E P is the order of a maximal chain from 0e to x minus one. P is said to be graded 
if, for all x ,y  E P, y -< x implies h(x) = h(y )+ 1; an equivalent formulation is that P 
satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition. 
By I(P) we denote the length of P, that is, the order of a maximal chain in P minus 
one. If  P has a greatest element, then l (P ) - -h ( lp ) .  
Let G be a graph. For vertices a,b of G a path from a to b is a sequence a -- 
co, c~ . . . . .  Cn = b of vertices of G such that successive pairs in this sequence are joined 
by an edge of G. The distance 6(a, b) from a to b is the length of a shortest path from 
a to b in G; by diamG = max{6(a,b):  a,b vertices of G} we denote the diameter 
of G. 
For a poset P we denote by C(P) its covering graph, that is, the graph whose 
vertices are the elements of P and whose edges are those pairs {a,b}(a,b E P)  for 
which a~b or b~-a.  
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For elements a,b of a graded poser P, we denote by 6(a,b) the distance from a to 
b in the covering graph C(P) of P. 
We shall need the following four lemmas concerning path length in graded posets 
(in fact we shall consider only graded lattices). For the corresponding proofs we refer 
to [3, Lemmas 2.1-2.4]. 
Lemma 1. Let P be a poset and a, b E P. Then 
(i) 6(a,b)>~ Ih(a) - h(b)l, 
(ii) 6(a,b) = h(a) -h (b)  if and only if a>>,b, and 
(iii) 6(a, b) >~ Ih(a) - h(b)[ + 2 if a, b are noncomparable. 
Lemma 2. Let P and U be graded posets and let (p be a graph isomorphism of C(P) 
to C(P'). I f  ¢p(0p) = 0e,, then P TM P'. 
Lemma 3. Let P be a graded poset with a greatest element. Then d iamC(P)= 
~(Op, 1p) = l(P). 
Lemma 4. Let P be a graded poset with a greatest element and let a, b E P. I f  
6(a ,b)=diamC(P)  then aV b, aAb  exist in P and aV b= 1p, aAb=Oe.  
We shall consider only lattices of finite length although the results of Section 3 also 
hold in a slightly more general setting. For a lattice L of finite length, we denote by 
J(L) and M(L) the sets of join-irreducible elements (without 0L) and meet-irreducible 
elements (without 1L) of L, respectively. By jl we denote the unique lower cover of 
j E J(L). 
Faigle [4] introduced the concept of a strong lattice. We shall use here the following 
reformulation of this notion: 
Definition. A lattice L of finite length is strong if, for all j E J(L),x E L,j<~x V j '  
implies j ~<x. 
A lattice is called dually strong if the dual lattice is strong. Modular lattices and 
geometric lattices are instances of semimodular lattices which are both strong and 
dually strong (balanced). Indeed, for semimodular lattices the concepts of balanced 
and strong are equivalent (see [4, 9]). 
3. Orientations from direct products 
Recall that an element a of a lattice L is in the center of L, if there is a direct 
product decomposition A × B of L for which a corresponds to (1A,0B) or (0A, 18). 
Equivalently, a is in the center of L if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) there exists an element b E L such that a V b = 1L and a A b = 0L; 
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(ii) for each x E L,x = (x A a) V (x A b); 
(iii) i fx ,  y EL  and x<~a,y<~b then x = (xVy)Aa  and y = (xVy)Ab .  
Lemma 3.1 of Duffus and Rival [3] is the crucial lemma for proving an analogue 
to Jakubik's theorem for graded lattices which are both atomistic and coatomistic. We 
modify this lemma in order to make it applicable to graded balanced lattices: 
Lenlma 5. Let L and U be graded balanced lattices, let q~ be a graph isomorphism 
of  C(L) to C(U) and let a,b E L be elements uch that cp(a) = 1L and ~p(b) = OL. 
Then every join-irreducible j of  L satisfies j <<. a or j <~ b and every meet-irreducible 
rn of  L satisfies m >>. a or m >~ b. 
Proof. As in [3, Lemma 3.1], one sees that [0L, a] fq [0L, b] = {0L} (this part of the 
reasoning relies on Lemmas 3 and 4). Suppose now j E J(L) such that j ~ a and 
j ~ b. I f  we had j > a we would get j >-f>>.a and j<<.b Vj ' -b  V a -  1L but 
j ~ b contradicting strongness and therefore the property of being balanced. Thus j 
is incomparable to a and similarly, j is incomparable to b. Continuing the reasoning 
as in [3, Lemma 3.1], we arrive at a contradiction. The dual reasoning proves the 
corresponding assertion on meet-irreducibles. 
We can now proceed to prove Lemma 3.2 of [3] also for graded balanced lattices: 
Lemma 6. Let L be a graded balanced lattice. Let L I be a graded lattice, let cp be a 
graph isomorphism of  C(L) to C(L') and a,b E L such that ¢p(a) = 1L and ¢p(b) = OL. 
Then L TM [0L, a] x [0b b]. 
Proof. We show that a is in the center of L. Proceeding as in [3] we see as above 
that a V b = 1L and a A b = 0L. To show that a is in the center of L, let x E L 
and 
and 
A = {j  E L: j join-irreducible, j<~a and j<~x} 
B = {j  E L: j join-irreducible, j<~b and j<~x}. 
Since x is a join of join-irreducibles we get by Lemma 5 that V(A UB)= x. Moreover 
aAx = VA. On one hand, a>>.VA andx>>.VA, that is, aAx>>.VA. On the other hand, if 
a Ax  > VA, then there exists a join-irreducible j such that j<~a Ax  and j ~ VA. But 
j ~< a A x implies j ~< a and j <~x, hence j E A, a contradiction. Similarly b A x = VB. It 
follows that 
x= V(A U B) = VA V VB = (a Ax)  V (b Ax). 
Let now x, y E L with x <~ a and y <~ b. We have (x V y ) A a >~ x. Since every element 
of L is a meet of meet-irreducibles, (x V y )A  a > x implies that there is a meet- 
irreducible m of L such that m>~x and m ~ (xAy)  Va.  Hence m ~ a which by 
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Lemma 5 means that m >/b >/y. But then m ~>x V y/> (x V y) A a, a contradiction. Thus 
(x V y) A a ---- x and similarly (x V y) A b = y. It follows that a is in the center of L 
and hence L ~ [0L, a] × [0L, b]. 
Now we are able to prove the main result 
Theorem 7. Let L and L p be graded lattices with graph isomorphic overing graphs. 
L is balanced if and only if L' is balanced Moreover, if this condition is satisfied 
then there are sublattices A and B of L such that L -~ A × B and L ~ -~ A d × B. 
ProoL Let L be a graded lattice and assume it is balanced. Let U be a graded lattice 
and q) a graph isomorphism of C(L) and C(U). Consider a,b E L such that q)(a) = 1L 
and ¢p(b) = 0L. From Lemma 6 we get L ------- [0L, a] × [0L, b]. The canonical isomor- 
phism connected with the center property of a E L implies L --- [b, 1L] × [0L, b]. Let 
K = [b, 1L] x [0L, b]. It is readily shown that K is balanced and graded. Moreover, 
there is a graph isomorphism ~k of C(K) to C(L) such that ~(0K) = b. Finally, since 
q)@ is a graph isomorphism of C(K) to C(L') such that qS(~k(0K)) = 0L we get from 
Lemma 2 that U ---K. 
Corollary 8 (Duffus and Rival [3, Theorem 3.3]). Let L and L' be graded lattices 
with isomorphic overing graphs. Then L is atomistic and coatomistic if and only if 
U is atomistic and coatomistic. Moreover, if this condition is satisfied then there are 
sublattices A and B of L such that L -~ A × B and U ~ A d × B. 
Proof. I f  L is atomistic and coatomistic then it is balanced. From Theorem 7 it follows 
that U is balanced (in fact, we get that L' atomistic and coatomistic), and that the 
required direct product decomposition exists. 
Since a geometric lattice is graded, atomistic, and coatomistic, the conclusion of 
Corollary 8 holds, in particular, for geometric lattices. A similar reasoning as in the 
preceding corollary yields. 
Corollary 9 (Jakubik [5, 7]). Let L and L' be graded lattices with graph isomorphic 
covering graphs. Then L is modular if and only if U is modular. Moreover, if this 
condition holds, then there are sublattices A and B of L such that L ~ A × B and 
L' TM A a × B. 
The derivation of Jakubik's theorem as given here seems to be a simpler proof than 
the original one. 
According to our main result, every strong (=balanced) semimodular lattice L has 
the property that orientations of the covering graph C(L) arise from direct product 
decompositions of L. In particular, there are balanced semimodular lattices being neither 
geometric nor modular for which the conclusion of Theorem 7 holds. 
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